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This article, by sorting out the main theoretical sources of "symptomatic reading", 
tries to analyze its text view it contains and it’s application in Chinese Literature 
Theory.  
"Symptomatic reading" is the first time to put forward clearly by Louis Althusser 
and fully applied by Macherey in literary criticism. It recognizes the work the 
combination of content and form of the inevitable way of the significance of defective 
work is not stable and there is a prerequisite, trying to smooth perfection through the 
work surface, looking for the gap and empty between social and cultural forms and 
the process of narrative meaning, which reveals the cultural significance and 
ideological production of of the secret hidden behind these gaps."Symptomatic 
reading" of this text "form - ideology" dual focus, the literary form of investigation 
and study of ideology is linked, and thus reveal the text of openness, diversity and 
generation of research methods. Criticism is only remedy in the form text and 
banished to the history of bias, but also to avoid the empty of the literary criticism in 
the tradition, thus has a greater impact on the later scholars. 
This article is divided into three sections: introduction, body and conclusion. 
Introduction is the issue discussed in this framework and the introduction, that the 
necessity of  "symptomatic reading" change the origin, and focus the emphasis that 
"symptomatic reading" as a Method of Understanding the value of literature. 
The main part of the thesis is divided into five chapters. The first chapter briefly 
describes the spirit of Freud and Lacan's Psychoanalytic theory of the "symptomatic 
reading" of inspiration Althusser put forward, as Althusser borrowed from Freud 
"symptoms" of this concept, the two are not ignore the history and relationship, but 
the use of very different areas； From Louis Althusser's Ideology and his unique 
understanding of the relationship between text and the ideology, The second chapter 
clarifies Althusser's "symptomatic reading" of the thought process；The third chapter 
focuses on how to develop and fully apply the practice of literary criticism on the 
basis of Macherey's "symptomatic reading" Theory of the succession Althusser 
explained; The fourth chapter analys specifically the scholars' "symptomatic reading" 
of the use of the situation after the brief introduction of the "symptomatic reading" 
translation and research in China; The fifth chapter comparinge it to the traditional 
literary theory from the "forms - ideological" point of view, macroscopically grasp the 
"symptomatic reading" of the text view. 
The conclusion, in the brief summary of the full text, briefly describes some 
thinking in the process of sorting out "symptomatic reading". This reflection can help 
us to further study and application of the text interpretation。 
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